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We exhibit a functor r from lattice-ordered abelian groups with strong unit 
(L. Fuchs, “Partially Ordered Algebraic Systems,” Pergamon, New York, 1963) to 
C. C. Chang’s MV algebras ( Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 88 (1958), 467490) in such a 
way that every MV algebra is the image of at most one such group. , I986 Academx 
Press. lnc 
INTRODUCTION 
J. Dieudonne observed [6, p. 2391 that mathematicians working in fields 
other than set theory have found no use of-among others-many-valued 
logic. In the same paper [6, p. 2361 he also remarked that invention of 
functors is one of the main goals of modern mathematics. 
In our paper we present a functor r from lattice-ordered abelian groups 
(for short, abelian I-groups) with strong unit [ 12, l] to Chang’s MV 
algebras [4]. We prove that every MV algebra arises via r from at most 
one such group. Upon restriction to totally ordered groups, f agrees with 
Chang’s map [S]. 
As shown, for instance, in [4, 5, 16, 222241, Chang’s MV algebras are to 
tukasiewicz &valued sentential calculus [25, 21, 20, 171 as boolean 
algebras are to ordinary (two-valued) sentential calculus. 
Also abelian i-groups with strong unit have a long history, going back to 
[ 11, 21. Their study has received further impulse (see, e.g., [ 141) after 
Elliott’s discovery [9] that the functor K, of K-theory classifies 
approximately finite-dimensional (AF) C*-algebras [3] in terms of coun- 
table, directed, semiclosed ordered abelian groups with strong unit, obey- 
ing the Riesz interpolation property [ 131: as a particular case of the main 
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theorem of [S], every countable abelian l-group with strong unit arises via 
K, from exactly one AF C*-algebra (see also [7]). The joint action of K, 
and r classifies an important class of AF C*-algebras (including all AF 
C*-algebras with comparability of projections, and in particular, the 
Glimm UHF C*-algebras [7]) in terms of ideals of the free MV algebra 
over denumerably many free generators [4], viz., in terms of Lindenbaum 
algebras of sets of sentences in the &valued sentential calculus. Since sen- 
tences essentially are strings of bits, we can, e.g., import from computation 
theory a genuine notion of (combinatorial) complexity, and apply it to AF 
C*-algebras, or to countable abelian I-groups with strong unit. 
1. Preliminaries. Let G = (G, +, -, e, A , v ) be an abelian l-group 
with neutral element e. We let G+ be the positive cone of G, and we denote 
by 6 G‘ the order induced on G by the lattice operations. An element u E G+ 
is a strong unit in G (“order” unit, in the terminology of [7, 8, 143) iff for 
each g E G there is a natural number n such that g < G nu. By a morphism 
in the category of abelian I-groups with strong unit, we mean a map 
4: (G, u) + (G’, u’) which is a homomorphism of lattice-ordered groups 
[I], and is unital, viz., 4(u) = u’. We write (G, u) E (G’, u’) iff there is a 
unital isomorphism of G onto G’. 
Let A = (A, 0, ., *, 0, 1) be an MV algebra [4]. For any X, 4’ E A we 
write x < .Y iff x* 0 J = 1. As shown in [4, 1.111, 6 is a partial order on A. 
MV algebras form an equational class, and the notions of MV- 
homomorphism and MV-isomorphism [4] are just particular instances of 
the universal algebraic notions [ 151. In [S, p. 751 Chang mapped totally 
ordered abelian groups with strong unit oneeone onto totally ordered MV 
algebras: he used his map to give a neat proof of the completeness of the 
tukasiewicz &,-valued sentential calculus. The following generalization of 
Chang’s map will be used for other purposes: 
2. DEFINITION. Let G = (G, +, -, e, A , v ) be an abelian I-group 
with strong unit u. Define r( G, u) = (A, 0, ., *, 0, 1) as follows: 
A= [e,u]= {gE:Gle dc;g dcu}, 
and, for all X, J’ E A, 
x@y=u A (x+y) 
x * = u - x 
.u.y=e v (x+-v-u) 
O=e 
1 =u. 
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For every unital homomorphism 4: (G, U) + (G’, u’) 
r(d): T(G, U) + T(G’, u’) by r(4) = restriction of 4 to A. 
define 
3. THEOREM. (i) r is a jiinctor from abelian l-groups with strong unit to 
MV algebras. The order < G of any such group (G, u) agrees on A = T(G, u) 
with the MV order of A. 
(ii) f reflects isomorphisms, i.e., for any two groups (G, u) and (G’, u’) 
as in (i), ifT(G, u)~r(G’, u’) then (G, u)g(G’, u’). 
Proof (i) Chang [S] proved that f(G, u) is an MV algebra when G is 
totally ordered. One similarly proves the general case by checking that 
T(G, u) obeys all MV axioms. Given a unital homomorphism 
4: (G, u) + (G’, u’) one easily verities that r(d) is an MV-homomorphism. 
It is also evident that r preserves identities and compositions of 
morphisms. The fact that d L-‘ agrees with the MV order of T(G, U) was also 
proved by Chang [S] in the totally ordered case. One can now prove the 
general case by representing the MV algebra A = T(G, u) as a subdirect 
product [ 151 of totally ordered MV algebras A, = f(G,, ui) for suitable 
totally ordered abelian groups Gi with strong unit u,. The existence of the 
(G,, u,), as well as the legitimacy of the representation A E nA, c nGj, is 
established in [S, Lemma 6 and Lemma 31. 
(ii) Given an arbitrary sequence (v,, v, ,..., v,,~) of elements of 
A = ZJG, u) = (A, 0, ., *, 0, 1 ), let us agree to say that the sequence is fair 
iff for all t = O,..., m we have 
vT=vo@ ... @v,+,@v,+,@ ... @II,. 
Claim 1. (I?,, ..., u,,) is fair iff v, + , + v,, = vt . Indeed, if 
r1 + + v,,, = v$ then, by Definition 2, u0 + .. + v, = U, hence: 
v~~~~‘~v,~l~v,+,~~~~~v,=UA(v~+“‘+V,~I+v,+,+~” +v,) 
= u A (u-v,) = v:. 
Conversely, if (v,,..., v,,) is fair, then for all t = 0 ,..., m we have 
u A (II,+ .” +v&, +v,+, + ‘.’ +v,)=u-V[, 
that is. 
(v,-u+u) A (v,-u+vu,+ ... +v, -, +v,+,+ ... +v,)=e, 
hence u, A (-u+Cv)=e, where we let Cv=v,+ ... +v,. Summing over 
all t, by an elementary orthogonality argument it follows that 
CvA (-u+Cv)=e, hence --u+Cv=e, whence v, + ... +v,= 
u-v~=vo*, as required. 
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Claim 2. For all p, ,..., P,,,, q, ,..., qn E A the following are equivalent: 
(i) p, + ... +Pm=ql + ... +q,l, and 
(ii) there are ~,EA (i= l,..., m; j= l,..., n) such that for each i,.j, both 
(P,+, rrl ,..., yinI and (q,f+, r ,,,..., rm,) are fair sequences. 
Indeed, if (ii) holds, then (i) is immediate from Claim 1 (+-direction). 
Conversely, if (i) holds then the required r,, exist by the Riesz decom- 
position theorem [12, l] together with Claim 1 (t-direction). 
Claim 3. For all h, k E G+ the following are equivalent: 
(i) h dGk, and 
(ii) there are u, ,..., u,, u’, ,..., u~,EA such that h-u,+ ... +u,,, 
k = M’, + . . . + MI,, and U, < w, for all t = l,..., n (with 6 the MV order). 
Indeed, the nontrivial direction is a well-known consequence [ 1, 1.2.171 of 
the Riesz decomposition theorem, together with the fact that h is majorized 
by some positive integer multiple of the strong unit u of G, and 
GG.= 6 over A. 
With the help of Claims 2 and 3 we conclude the proof of the theorem as 
follows: 
Assume Z( G, U) g r( G’, u’), say, r( G, U) = f (G’, u’) without loss of 
generality. We define the map y: G+ -+ G’ by stipulating that whenever 
XEG+ and ~=p, + ... +pm withp,,...,p,EA, then y(x)=p, +‘... +‘p,, 
(where +’ is addition in G’). Our definition of ‘J makes sense: indeed by 
Claim 3 every .r E G+ has the form y = q, + ... + qn for suitable 
q, ,..., q, E A; furthermore, y(y) is unambiguously defined, by Claim 2. The 
argument showing that 7 is well defined, by symmetry also shows that y 
maps G+ oneeone onto (G’)+. An easy computation shows that both y 
and y-i preserve addition, and that y(u) = u’. Another application of Claim 
3 yields that both y and y ~ ’ preserve order, upon recalling that < G agrees 
with d G” over A, by part (i) of the present theorem. 
In conclusion, both y and y- ’ are isomorphisms of lattice-ordered 
semigroups, from G + onto (G’)+, and vice versa. A well-known result (see, 
e.g., [ 1, 1.4.51) now asserts the existence of an l-group isomorphism of 
(G, U) onto (G’, u’) extending y; this extension, in particular, will preserve 
strong units. Therefore (G, U) E (G’, u’), and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. [ 
Nofe added in proof: Since this article was written, the author has succeeded in showing 
that r is a categorical equivalence [IS]. By the main theorems of [8, 93. the composition of 
K,, and r induces a bijection between isomorphism classes of AF C*-algebras whose K,, is 
lattice-ordered and countable MV algebras, Every such AF C*-algebra can be associated with 
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a set of sentences in the X,-valued sentential calculus; conversely, every consistent set of sen- 
tences corresponds to exactly one (up to isomorphism) AF C*-algebra. In [18, 6.11 it is 
shown that if an AF C*-algebra B can be associated via K, and r with a set 0, of sentences 
such that the set 8, of consequences of 0, is recursively enumerable but not recursive, then B 
is not simple. Thus, appearance of (the analogue for many-valued logic of) Giidel’s incom- 
pleteness theorem in 0, has an impact on the algebraic properties of B. Further applications 
of r are given in 1191. 
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